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Market Comment
On Wednesday, Bank of Canada governor Tiff Macklem announced that the bank is leaving its target overnight interest
rate at 0.25% and maintaining its quantitative easing program at $2 billion a week. This was a widely expected
announcement after weak GDP data showed that the Canadian economy shrunk in the second quarter. However, the
bank expects the remainder of the year to be stronger.

“The Bank continues to expect the economy to strengthen in the second half of 2021, although the fourth wave of
COVID-19 infections and ongoing supply bottlenecks could weigh on the recovery,” per the bank’s press release.
Markets are still expecting the first rate hike from the Bank of Canada to occur in the second half of 2022.

Many of the federal COVID unemployment benefits in the US ended in September. Many businesses in the US, as
well as other countries, have struggled to find employees for their job openings. The US unemployment rate is now
relatively low, but so is the labour force participation rate, which accounts for people who aren’t looking for work. It will
be interesting to see how the labour force is impacted by the end of these benefits, or if businesses are forced to
increase wages to lure workers back to the workforce instead.

| Source: Yahoo Finance, Forbes, Oceanfront Wealth Management



5| Source: Charles Schwab, @lizannsonders on Twitter Ocean Front Wealth Management

Food Inflation

The UN’s Food and Agriculture World Food 
Price Index recently showed a year over 
year change of over 40%, a massive inflation 
rate for the most important of goods.  
Inflation is usually measured in the 
aggregate of all goods and services, but it 
can affect everyone differently.  

Not everyone will benefit when the price of 
a new TV falls, but everyone needs to eat.  
Soaring food prices have the potential to 
cause social unrest, especially in poor 
countries.
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Employment - USA

The unemployment rate has
been steadily falling and now
sits at 5.2%.

| Source: Charles Schwab, @lizannsonders on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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Labour Force Participation - USA

| Source: Charles Schwab, @lizannsonders on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management

The labour force participation 
rate is still well below pre-
COVID levels, these workers 
are excluded from the 
unemployment rate.
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Job Openings - USA

| Source: Charles Schwab, @lizannsonders on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management

With high employment, 
businesses are having trouble 
finding workers.  A large 
percentage of businesses are 
having difficulty filling positions 
while still planning to hire more 
workers.  As COVID 
unemployment benefits end, 
perhaps these workers will be 
enticed back into the workforce.
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Job Openings vs. Unemployed Individuals

According to this data, current job openings in the US exceed the number of unemployed
people in the workforce. This suggests that people currently not participating in the
workforce will need to be enticed into the workforce to fill available jobs.

| Source: Charles Schwab, @lizannsonders on Twitter, Ocean Front Wealth Management
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SECOND 
OPINION 
SERVICE

Do you have friends, family members or business associates not getting the advice and guidance
they need? Our first-hand experience is that over 90% of high-net-worth individuals that come to
us have not developed a comprehensive written plan with their current advisor. Having a written
financial plan specific to your goals is essential to achieving what’s most important to you. This is
why we created the complimentary SECOND OPINION SERVICE® exclusively for friends, family
and associates of our valued clients and professional network.

Our service has one goal in mind; to increase your Peace of Mind®.®

https://oceanfrontwealthmanagement.com/second-opinion-service/
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Scott Keast and Shane McMahon
who are Portfolio Managers for iA Private Wealth® and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of iA Private Wealth®. The information
contained in this presentation comes from sources we believe reliable,
but we cannot guarantee its accuracy or reliability. The opinions
expressed are based on an analysis and interpretation dating from the
date of publication and are subject to change without notice.
Furthermore, they do not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any of the securities mentioned. The information contained herein may
not apply to all types of investors. The Portfolio Managers can open
accounts only in the provinces in which they are registered.

iA Private Wealth Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection
Fund and the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. iA
Private Wealth is a trademark and business name under which iA Private
Wealth Inc. operates.

Copyright © 2021 Ocean Front Wealth Management, All rights reserved.
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